[Expression of angiotensin I converting enzyme in pulmonary hypertension].
We studied angiotensin I converting enzyme (ACE) expression in lung tissue from patients with different forms of pulmonary hypertension (PH) in comparison with that from morphologically normal lung specimens. ACE antigen expression was analysed by immunohistochemistry in morphologically normal lung tissue from 33 patients (19 males, 32-77 years; 14 females, 34-93 years) and compared to that in specimens from 94 patients (67 males, 30-97 years; 27 females: 27-90 years) with different clinically proven forms of PH (according to Venedig classification). Type specific vessel expression pattern as described for normal lung tissue was generally intensified in arteries, arterioles and capillaries of the lung specimens with PH. Specimens with PH due to left heart disease and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) showed only very weak or no augmented arterial ACE expression, while PH due to collagenoses or interstitial lung disease showed significantly higher ACE expression. In human PH there is--comparable to animal models--a raised ACE expression in pulmonary lung vessels, with differences between the various forms of PH. These differences in ACE expression may be relevant for subtly differentiated therapeutic anti-ACE therapy regimes.